EX-3 Speed Enamel is a new item specially developed for 2 layers build-up technique. Comparing with the conventional enamel, Speed Enamel has a beautiful opalescent effect. The esthetic restoration can be obtained easily with a simple application method. It is suitable to not only esthetic work but mass-production.

Start your simple & beautiful work with Speed Enamel NOW!

**Clinical Case Application**

1. Cut-back (Ingoing side)
2. After Paste Opaque application and bake
3. Pick Body and Speed Enamel
4. Body Application
5. Manelon Structure
6. After bake and morphological correction
7. Apply Speed Enamel covering half of the surface
8. Cut-back (Ingoing side)
9. Apply Speed Enamel on the Ingoing side
10. Apply Speed Enamel on the gingival area
11. Finish
Noritake

Super Porcelain EX-3
SPEED ENAMEL

Simple ▶ Esthetic ▶ Efficient

2 layers build-up technique

A beautiful opalescent effect

Precise shade achieved with a simple and easy method

Suitable for both esthetic work and mass-production
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